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Grade 2
Artist & Composer Overview
Artists
This year of fine arts will expose your young artist to 32 different artists, one in
each week. Please note these artists are from various time periods and present a
variety of artistic styles. Many of the artists will be featured in the later years of
our Fine Arts Curriculum as well. The Old Masters Rock—How to Look at Art with
Children book will guide you through each painting and artist with things to look for
and facts about the time period and the artist. The paintings are grouped into four
themes: animals, people, landscapes, and things people do. This year of fine arts
aims to have your child sample some of the great art and artists that will inspire
them to desire to learn more and enjoy creating their own art.

Composers
Johann Sebastian Bach
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Ludwig van Beethoven
Johannes Brahms
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
George Frideric Handel
Igor Stravinsky
John Adams
Please note that there are other composers you will listen to during your music
appreciation time, but the ones listed above are the ones whose biographies will be
read as part of your study.
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Weeks 1-4 Animals

Week 1
Weekly Picture Study
With Old Masters
Rock

Follow Up Activity
Paint Lab for Kids

Wild Boar Piglet, Hans Hoffman, 1578
Pages 10-11. Use the questions to take a closer look at
this drawing.
View a few more of Hoffman’s animal drawings:
Hedgehog and A Hare in the Forest

Draw: How to Draw a Pig
Lab 01 Watercolor Blending, pages 22-23.
Although the Lab suggests drawing a chameleon, you
can choose to use the link above to sketch a simple pig
shape for your painting. An alternate idea is to allow
your child to pick the animal shape they want to paint.
Make sure to use watercolor paper.

Week 2
Weekly Picture Study
With Old Masters
Rock

Follow Up Activity
Paint Lab for Kids

Fox in the Snow, Gustave Courbet, 1860
Pages 12-13. Read more about how Courbet painted
realistic scenes of his countryside.
Hare: Compare this painting by Hans Hoffman to the
Fox in the Snow painting. Which one is more realistic?

Draw: How to Draw a Fox
Lab 38 Coffee-Saurus, pages 102-103. Hint: Use instant
coffee crystals to easily make your coffee “paint”.
Create a drawing of a fox, a dinosaur, or any other
animal. Add the coffee “paint” to complete your
artwork. If you use the tutorial above to draw the fox,
fill it in with oil pastels before applying the coffee
“paint”.
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Weeks 1-4

Full Playlist
Week 1

My First Classical Music Book, pages 4-9
Play track 1: Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone by
John Williams
Have you ever noticed how music makes you feel when
you are watching a movie?
Optional video: Million Dreams from The Greatest
Showman. Can music tell a story?

Week 2

My First Classical Music Book, pages 56-57: The
Orchestra.
Play track 27: Mars, the Bringer of War from The Planets
by Holst.
Optional video: Introduction to the Orchestra for
Children.
My First Classical Music Book, pages 36-37: Instruments.
What is an instrument? After watching the video above,
do you have a favorite instrument?

Week 3

Week 4

My First Classical Music Book, pages 18-19: People.
What is a composer? You may want to read the names
of the composers on page 18 as an introduction to your
upcoming composer studies.
My First Classical Music Book, pages 10-11: Dancing.
Play track 2: Can-Can from Orpheus in the Underworld
by Offenbach.
My First Classical Music Book, pages 28-29.
Play track 10: Hungarian Dance No 5 by Johannes
Brahms.
How does this dance music compare to last weeks cancan dance? (You may need to listen to the Can-Can from
last week again.) Did you hear the cymbals clashing?
Disney Goes Classical: Go the Distance from Hercules.
Listen for the cymbals, the violins, and the flutes.
Optional video: Go the Distance.

